Premier 30 Pellet Grill
The Smokin Brothers “30” Premier Wood Pellet Grill has become
the most popular grill of the Smokin Brothers Grill collection. This grill
comes with the PID Program Control*, Double Wall Insulated Fire
Box, Four Multi Directional Casters and the combination Work Surface
/ Front Loading Pellet Hopper with a 20 pound capacity. In addition,
this grill can be inserted into an outdoor kitchen with an optional
accessory kit. Many more accessories available including the Heat
Wave that keeps the heat where you need it in the grill.

American Made in Missouri
More key features for this grill include:
792 Square Inches of Cooking Space - Enough space to cook anything you need.
Center Smoke Stack - Promotes even temperature across the grill surface.
1” Double Wall Insulated Fire Box - Cook all year round with no need for a thermal blanket.
Electronic Igniter - Hit the button and Go…It doesn’t get any easier.
State of the Art Digital PID Controller* - Maintain temperatures within 1 degree.
Welded Frame - You can’t get a sturdier base. Stop Tightening Bolts!
20 Pound Capacity Front Hopper - Plenty of fuel and an awesome workspace on top of it.
Sloped Hopper - Lets all the pellets slide down to the auger, not onto a flat spot.
4” Locking Casters - Easy to move the grill where you want then lock into place.
1/4” Porcelain Coated Grates - Promotes increased heat retention and easier clean up.
Divided Grid/Grate Surface - Makes clean up easier.
Fully Wrapped 12 gauge Lid - Keeps the wind out and the heat and smoke in.
Straight Vertical Drop Grease System - Prevents rain overflow and nasty messes.
Included Meat Probe - Track internal meat temperatures for precise cooking.
Side Entry for Meat Probe - Prevents bending or damage to the meat probe.
Built In Capability - Optional accessory kit available to build your grill into an outdoor kitchen.

Grill Capacity
Imagine cooking 7 Racks of Ribs or 8 Pork Butts or 2 Briskets or even 10 Whole Chickens all at once!
Step up to one of the best built, best operating grills on the market today!

Stop into Duralum Building Center / Pellet Grill Central to find out more.

www.PelletGrillCentral.com or www.SmokinBrothers.com
*Proportional Integral Derivative Controller

